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2011 Year Ahead Report   Maggie Kerr AAT 

 

Welcome to the next instalment of life on planet earth folks…here 

comes 2011.  

 

The Big Picture - cycles large and small   1 

Solar eclipse   4th January  4 

Jupiter and Uranus in Pisces January   5 

Jupiter into Aries  22nd January  6 

Uranus into Aries  12th March  7 

Neptune into Pisces  5th April   8 

Jupiter in Taurus  4th June   12 

Eclipses    June and July  12 

Uranus almost square Pluto July/August  12 

Mercury Retrograde Phases    14 

Planetary Placement Tables    15 

Solstice, Equinox and 2011 Charts   17 

Horoscopes      18 

 

As I write this on December 8th 2010 I am smiling with delight at 

the amazing capacity for Astrology to keep blowing me out…after 

all these years. Over these few days we have a Mercury + Mars + 

Pluto + North Node conjunction in Capricorn at work, bringing 

about one of the greatest revelations of ‘secret and hidden communiqués” in modern history. Not since 

Woodward and Bernstein published the Watergate Papers in 1971 has there been such a big fuss about 

“freedom of information”.  The difference this time is that we have a www and a new freedom fighter in 

the guise of Julian Assange and his revolutionary Wikileaks. Yes kids welcome to Wikiwars!  

 

The fact that this involves the North Node tells us that we have a karmic door opener triggering powerful 

events that affect the collective…or all of us. Add transformational Pluto to this mix and we have the 

deepest and darkest forces being exposed at governmental and commercial levels. Apparently Wikileaks 

has thousands of documents of a highly sensitive nature from many institutions including The Bank of 

America yet to be published, and already many governments are in hourly damage control as gossip 

from one gang is revealed to their friends and allies…what a hoot! In this week’s Time magazine Assange 

says in reference to governments and business “They then have one of two choices: One is to reform in 

such a way that they can be proud of their endeavours and proud to display them to the public. The 

other is to lock down internally and to balkanize and as a result cease to be as efficient as they were.  To 

me that is a very good outcome, because organisations can either be efficient, open and honest, or they 

can be closed, conspiratorial and inefficient.” So welcome to the beginning of the Uranus in Aries square 

Pluto in Capricorn years ahead. 

 

Meanwhile on a completely different and much lighter note we have Oprah ‘down under’ staging two 

huge concerts at the Oprah House today! Once again a fabulous expression of Astro ‘planetary systems’ 

manifesting in the outer world. The most powerful gal on the planet… who leads millions toward a 

healthier set of values and beliefs. Her will (Mars), her power (Pluto) and her message (Mercury) will go 

viral into billions of homes globally, and the Oprah magic is all about the power of the feminine… good 

will, tolerance, and love toward ourselves and others.  

 

The Big Picture   In 2008 we entered a window of major change that will take us 

into the next paradigm shift in human affairs over the next decade. The roller coaster left the station as 
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the Global economic Crisis began… as Saturn and Uranus began their dance in opposition to each 

other in their 45 year cycle. 2010 has accelerated our political and economic roller coaster ride with 

some extreme dips in the track… indeed we almost came right off it. As we enter 2011 two of the wheels 

are lifting as we take a sharp turn left, offering us a great view from the top into an infinity about which 

our leaders seem to have absolutely no idea. The lunatics are now officially running the asylum.  

 

We are now in a culmination of coinciding features that will take our world to a critical mass, when the 

broken global systems will necessarily break down and will need to be replaced. The inherent insolvency 

of our commercial material structures is the result of the non regenerative, thus negative value systems 

that underpin it. Meanwhile our financial and political leaders have blustered their way through 2010 

with no real major policy reforms to improve the global financial impasse, while the real global Ponzi 

scam continues with their blessing and false words of reassurance. 

 

Our geo-economic scenario is now beyond deeply floored, as insolvent banks teeter in tripping a 

European domino collapse, as further bailouts ensure the current system hurtles toward the Uranus in 

Aries square to Pluto in Capricorn meltdown into 2012 and beyond. As long as our world continues to be 

controlled by business fundamentals that are driven by our current credit system, unsustainable debt 

will keep growing.   

 

As sovereign governments print money to pay for either their own…or although bankrupt themselves… 

for other countries financial survival, the simple call is that most governments are broke.  Except 

China…whose unprecedented rise to global super power reminds us of the nature of historical cycles, as 

human civilizations rise and fall and the east/west philosophical systems give rise to each other.  

 

We are passing through a great ‘shift’ in global affairs, underpinned by the planetary and cosmic forces 

that forge human evolution. 2009 through 2015 will be remembered in future histories as the 

transformational crisis that produced a complete reviewing of the fabric of our material world. 

 

It is the nature of all cycles to ‘die’ once they have expressed their purpose so the seeds of the next cycle 

can be born. As we enter 2011 we are in the midst of a convergence of a number of strategic cycles. This 

ensures us that planetary evolution is being sparked into a new phase over the coming decades, but it is 

this magical triad of years 2010, 2011 and 2012 that contain the initiation of the crisis. If you are 

prepared emotionally and therefore psychologically, these will be fabulous and exciting times of change 

and innovation. 

 

Therein lies the key! Preparation, awareness and right intention. So join me now as I “weave” the story 

of these convergent cycles, and along the way you can enter the positive zone of belief that assures us 

that our personal rollercoaster will take us to bright new destinations. 

 

26,000 Year Cycle – this is known as a Great Year  
– the time it takes for us and our Sun to circle our Milky Way 

Galaxy. This is a physical phenomenon so is “Astronomy”. Thus 

Astronomy is the science that observes the movement of the 

planets and their stars through cyclic time. Astrology is the 

science that seeks to understand the inherent effects of these 

movements… therein lays the difference between the two 

Sciences… which were originally one and the same thing until our 

modern times. 
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When we divide 26,000 years by 12 Zodiac Signs we get approx 2,150 years – known as a 

Great Month or Great Age. We are currently poised at the end of the Age of Pisces and the beginning 

of the Age of Aquarius. This is known as being in the ‘cusp’ between the ages…a period of transition that 

began in the 1780s with the discovery of the first of the modern planets Uranus…the ruler of Aquarius. 

We will fully enter the Age of Aquarius mid way through next century…around 2150…so moving through 

the cusp period will take us about 350 years. 

 

The Piscean Age of the past 2,000 years has brought us the initiation of the Spiritualising 

principle in the ‘human species’. The teacher Jesus Christ was one of the many avatars 

who arrived on earth during the Piscean Age to preach the power of love as the means by 

which humans can evolve to their highest potential. As Buddha, Mohammed and other 

avatars taught the same principle, the resulting religions that sprang up from their 

teachings became adversarial groups who currently hold the world in the thrall of 

religious terrorism. It seems we have only 150 years to go to achieve the purpose of the Age of Pisces – 

Love! 

 

The principal of the Aquarian Age we are thresh-holding contains the reality that we are 

all ONE. We are a micro/macro organism constrained by the necessity of using our human 

systems in synthesis with our natural earth systems. This is a relatively new “idea” birthed 

as Uranus was discovered in the 1780s…the time of “Enlightenment Thought” that led to 

the French Revolution, American war of Independence and birth of the Industrial Age. The 

science and technology of Uranus has both liberated us and brought us to our knees. The 

other Uranian principle of justice and tolerance for all brought us revolutions then with more to come in 

the decades ahead. We are only about 2/3 of the way through the 350 year cusp between the ages and 

we still have a long way to go before our world awakens and recognizes the need for group co-operation 

to bring about equitable global outcomes…and conscious compassionate co-operation. 

 

However, the uniting of these 2 primary functions in human potential is beginning to occur. The Piscean 

love/compassion quality is now becoming linked with the Aquarian group consciousness reality, as we 

complete the 2,000 year Age of Pisces and step into the 2,000 year Age of Aquarius to come. We will 

explore this more fully when we look at the Uranus and Neptune cycles in the following sections. 

 

The Mayan Calendar 2012 cycle – space does not permit me to go too 

deeply here, however there is a great book The Complete Idiot’s Guide to 

20121 or go to www.calleman.com or just have a Google. I also cover the 

science and mythology of 2012 in my new book “The 12 System – How to 

Realign Your Consciousness to redefine Your Life”- order at my website 

www.universalastrology.com.au.  

 

So briefly this date marks the time when our Sun is aligning with the 

centre of our Galaxy. This also happens only once every 26,000 years… so 

another Great Cycle. The last time this occurred we took the 

evolutionary step between Neanderthal and Homo sapiens over a 

several thousand year period, and our modern evolutionary cycle began.   

The centre of our spiral galaxy is a massive ‘black hole’ radiating frequencies to the billions of suns or 

stars that compose it. When our Sun is receiving this energy directly from the “centre” it alters the 

Magnetic frequencies being received by our Sun…and therefore us. The stretch for most folks of a 

traditional rational bent is that this shift in magnetic radiations directly affects our consciousness. 

                                                      
1
 Synthia and Colin Andrews – Penguin Publishers 
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In my new 12 System book I contend that our recent 4 to 5,000 years of human history expressed the 

journey of our species from unconsciousness to consciousness. We are now ready to awaken to our true 

potential as conscious, awake, aware, responsible creative beings. We are morphing from one kind 

of being into a new improved version…it is quantum leap time! Some folks refer to this as 

“Ascension”. Western mystery teachings allude to this as stepping from the lower causal plane to the 

Buddhic plane, where we can connect with our own and other higher levels of intelligent activity and 

empowerment.  All very exciting! 

 

The Mayan Calendar date of 2012 not only links in with the 26,000 

Sun at Galactic Centre cycle, but also with another Mayan Cycle or 

‘Tun’ of 5,210 years. It is also the ‘final date’ of their Galactic Cycle 

of 16 Billion years…whoosh!  All Cosmologies contain belief 

systems. Again I explore this more fully in my 12 System book so 

here’s an abridged version. All the world religions contain the idea 

of death/resurrection as a primary motif. This is the principle of all 

cycles, as they are born, develop and express their function, and 

then die so the next cycle can be born…and so on…ad infinitum.  All 

the religions also believe in the return of their particular avatar as 

the old cycle is dying…to save us and lead us into the next cycle… makes sense. 

 

So this is encoded in the cellular memory of our species, but right now said Avatars are a little thin on the 

ground. Obama was looking good there for a while, but it is now evident that he also is powerless to do 

other than tow the corrupt business/economic line.  So we are all waiting with baited breath for the next 

Messiah, happily continuing to give our power away to the ‘old unconscious forces’ that cripple our 

health and well being on every level.  Here’s a new idea. We have the power to each become our 

own Messiah and save ourselves…and along the way contribute to the radical shift in 

consciousness essential to planetary revolution. 
 

To do this we must die to the old emotions that keep us in fear, insecurity and sheer stupidity. We must 

wake up! To support us in this process some fabulous planets are about to ‘do their thing’ as they initiate 

new phases in their cycles.  So the implication of this ‘end date’ of December 21st 2012 is not necessarily 

about the physical end of the world…although the doomsday merchants would have us believe this, as it 

helps to keep people in fear and insecurity, therefore under control. The real implications of this date 

offer us the metaphor for the end of the unconsciousness that has been the underlying feature of 

human evolution up until now…and the birth of the new consciousness that will change our world 

over the next 150 years. 
 

 So let’s go now and have a look at 2011 as the number vibration that will take us to the second of these 

2010 decade years. 
 

January opens with a solar eclipse on the 4
th

 in Capricorn. Eclipses 

occur when the Sun, Moon and Earth all line up and block each other’s 

light. A Solar Eclipse is when the Moon passes in front of the Earth and 

‘occults’ or hides the Sun’s light, and a Lunar Eclipse  is when the Moon is 

behind the Earth, thus Earth ‘occults’ the Sun and blocks his light which 

normally is reflecting off the Moon.  This happens every 6 months…regular 

as clockwork…which is indeed what we’re dealing with here…the clock of 

cosmic progress unfolding in right order.  Eclipses open the field between Spirit-Sun, Soul-Moon and our 

material world-Earth. They are profoundly karmic phenomena that instinctively propel us toward our 

necessary growth…even if we have to go kicking and screaming. Needless to say such drama is 
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unnecessary if we are open to our human urge to grow and expand toward our potential and allow 

ourselves to let go and trust. There are always significant events if the eclipse activates our natal 

planets…family members die or are born…careers morph…and dreams can come true if we’ve done the 

work to set them up. 

 

Jan 4th 2011 = 144 the number that creates the prime matrix for energetic transcendence from lower to 

higher planes of reality creation. 12 x 12 = 144 & 12 reduces to the Divine Trinity of 3 – 144 adds up to 9.  

So these powerful transcendent number vibrations allow us to shift our future by making higher choices 

within our creational field. We will be directly connected with the 144 starseeds that run our DNA. More 

of this when we explore Neptune in Pisces in following sections. 

 

Eclipses have 19 year cycles called Saros Cycles, so think back to 1992 for clues to your theme of 

experience for this January eclipse. It takes about 18 months for an ‘eclipse series’ to move through the 

Zodiac signs…backwards or retrograde. So Cancer/Capricorn are the signs under highlight since early 

2010 ensuring that we have all been pretty concerned with worldly corporate and government affairs, 

and how these affect our emotional/financial security for better or worse. This continues through 

June/July with the final eclipse in these signs. We had a big lunar eclipse last June in Cancer with Pluto 

along for the ride…offering us all the opportunity to release some major old emotional patterns that we 

have been dragging around for many lives.  You probably have been confronted with your deepest core 

‘stuff’ and how it has been impeding your power…we all have been. This has been so necessary at this 

vital timing slot, coinciding with the other great planetary shifts occurring over these few years.  

 

So now we get to step through the veil between the old consciousness and the new.  With healthy 

beliefs that we can grow and prosper in new and exciting ways we can implement our new positive 

patterns, as we set goals (Capricorn) for our future…unencumbered by our fears and limitations…and 

crap we no longer need! Hoorah! 

January’s solar eclipse is accompanied by Jupiter and Uranus together in Pisces for 

their final fling in a dance that has underpinned the tumultuous ride of 2010. Pisces is the last of the 12 

signs – or final stage of any cycle, where both death and release of the preceding cycle, accompanies the 

gestation or prelude to the birth of the next. Jupiter is a progressive karmic force and has a 12 year 

cycle, whilst Uranus is the revolutionary force that upsets outmoded systems so they can be re-invented 

with new ideas and concepts. He brings chaos and disruption as his mechanism for change. And his cycle 

is 84 years…the average human lifetime. 
 

Pisces is the sign of dissolution of the ego and surrender to the Spiritualising forces that underpin our 

true nature – our Divine or transcendental higher Self. Uranus has been in Pisces for 7 years, bringing 

about the religious chaos of east and west…light and shadow…polarized positions that have reached 

extreme intolerance…on both sides. Very little transcendence has occurred in the outer world, but for 

millions of people a new understanding of spiritual consciousness has been ‘gestating’…and it’s almost 

ready to be born! He has been underpinning our collective spiritual evolution…and chaos has indeed 

reigned.  
 

This 7 year period has also brought us new understanding of the Science of 

Mind, as metaphysic laws and principles have now been proven by 

Science…yes Horatio there are synapses between our heart and brain, so 

the quality of our heart affects our thoughts and outcomes! Uranus has 

triggered the spread of technology at a collective viral level (yes this is also 

computer viruses) so that we are now one world via the www. He has 
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opened our awareness of humans, animals and nature suffering as a result of the unconscious value 

systems at work until now. He has been gestating our next “Enlightenment”. 
 

Think back to the “Roaring 20s” when they partied like there was no tomorrow. That was the last time 

Uranus was in Pisces, culminating in the great depression of the 1930s when Uranus entered the new 

cycle in Aries…which he is about to do again in March for the first time in 84 years. So buckle up your 

seatbelts kids…the collective rollercoaster is about to take an exciting new turn with some major hi tech 

highs and lows and loop the loops to come. 

 

The fact that Jupiter has been with Uranus in Pisces during 2010 has ‘expanded’ this watery 

revolution and ignited the collective with the spirit of freedom once more, as we have been under the 

increasingly repressive energy of Pluto in Capricorn since 2008…until 2024. As I mentioned at the 

beginning of this little missive the collective has expressed our fear and powerlessness by giving ‘birth’ to 

an unexpected Robin Hood archetype to take the battle to the front line as Jupiter and Uranus enter 

Aries in 2010 – Julian Assange. 

 

So this Jupiter Uranus in Pisces conjunction of 2010 and January 2011 contains the collective adventure 

of switching on and expanding our Spiritual Consciousness, as we receive the fresh magnetic forces from 

the Centre of the Galaxy for the first time in 26,000 years. Pisces is a water sign and here in Oz we are 

receiving the drought breaking rains of La Nina…fertilising the earth and washing away the old. Due to 

the build-up to 2012 when the 11.8 year Sun Spot Cycle also peaks, we probably have a major cyclone 

cycle season on the way and ongoing ice up in northern climes. Jupiter and Uranus are also the earth 

shifting dudes whose combined force “crack open” at a seismic level – think Mt Merapi, Iceland’s Mt 

Eyjafjallajokull – earthquakes in New Zealand – tornadoes in Haiti and assorted other major examples of 

nature reminding us who is really in control. 

 

On January 23
rd

 Jupiter enters Aries initiating his new 12 year cycle. This will 

open the floodgates to a new progressive phase during 2011 for entrepreneurial 

goodies as millions of us step forward with our dreams and schemes to advance our 

own lives and therefore the collective. Aries is the sign of the brave and fearless 

warrior so there can be narcissistic concerns here. Recent posturing between North 

and South Korea, and Middle Eastern tensions remind us that our world is still in the 

dark ages when it comes to just outcomes for all. The Korean War of the early 1950s 

occurred when Saturn was in Libra then as it also is now (2 Saturn cycles ago) and 

Jupiter was in Aries. 

 

This becomes an interesting test for the diplomatic position and tactics from the Chinese Government. 

Last time the open hostilities between the US and China were at the height of the Cold war and led to 

the fiasco that was the Vietnam/US war. Meanwhile the Afghani/ Pakistan/ Iraqi War can be viewed as 

our current Vietnam. The mid 1960s period of the US Vietnam war was underpinned by the Uranus Pluto 

conjunction – a once in 127 year cycle that triggers revolutionary upheavals in human history and the 

seeds of new enlightenment, and humanitarian consciousness bursting forth. It is also interesting to 

observe the global spotlight beaming on China as the Nobel Peace Prize award to the jailed dissident Liu 

Xiaobo causes them huge discomfort. It will become increasingly difficult for the regime to continue to 

resist the urgent need for reform and greater human rights. This could become a focal issue over the 

next few years as Uranus and Pluto square off…amongst other things…as we shall see. 

 

From mid 2011 we enter the first square from Uranus to Pluto from this cycle that opened in 

the mid 1960s. The last time this happened was between 1931-34, which brought us the great 
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depression and the rise of the fascist dictators. More to come on this big one in the following section. 

Yes folks you ain’t seen nothing yet. Please remember not to buy into all this info at a fear based 

level. Contained in these cycles is the promise of new and better forms arising from the debris 

of the past. The mid 60s birthed the revolution in consciousness that is now ready to move up another 

notch to greater levels than ever before. This is exciting stuff so get ready to embrace this new 12 year 

Jupiter cycle by activating your projects as 2011 unfolds. 

 

Jupiter in Aries opposes Saturn in Libra late March. This is the half way or full point in their 20 year 

cycle, which began back in 2000 in the sign of Taurus. This is the primary socio/economic cycle that 

underpins the expansionary (Jupiter) and contraction (Saturn) principle in material world affairs. This is a 

time for expanding the structures in your world with healthy caution. Just make sure to keep the baby 

and throw the bathwater, don’t overextend yourself and truly positive gains can occur for you. 

 

Saturn continues his ride through Libra, begun late 2009 and until October 2012. He has now 

completed his squares to Pluto in Capricorn that provided a significant new set of global alliances, setting 

the stage for the devaluation of not only the global American influence at a political level, but also the 

beginning of the decline in the value of the US $ and it’s position as a standard world currency. As China, 

Russia, Japan, South American and Middle Eastern states begin to trade between themselves in their 

own currencies it augurs a sharp turn in the rollercoaster track, similar to that experienced in Britain 

during the 1970s as the British Pound lost its power as the central global currency. This has been the 

prelude to the Uranus Pluto square on the way. 

 

Personally Saturn in Libra has brought about strategic shifts in relating patterns, as the karmic process of 

Saturn teaches us the nature of true responsibility in all forms of partnerships. We are releasing old 3D 

Reality style relationships that keep us stuck or limit us. We are forming positive new partnerships that 

allow the space and freedom necessary for us to be an individual and join with like minded others in 

positive supportive group endeavours.  Which brings us to the ‘big guns’.  

 

Uranus enters Aries for the next 7 years from March 12
th

. So put that on your yearly planner with a 

big exclamation mark! For my full Uranus in Aries article go to www.universalastrology.com.au/articles 

to learn how to handle this momentous energy shift. You will also find articles on Pluto in Capricorn and 

Saturn in Libra to deepen your understanding of these incredibly important cycles and their historical 

implications. 

 

So What Happened Last Time Uranus was in Aries 84 years ago?  This was between 1927 

and 1935…a pivotal period in 20th Century history…the big wake up call after the height of the Roaring 

20s when personal and material excess was the name of the game. October 1928 saw the top of the 

stock market and the plunge into depression that ultimately led to the greatest economic reforms in 

history. So this time again we have depression with the necessity for massive economic reforms. This is 

why Astrology is so relevant, as the study of past cycles helps us make sense of what may happen this 

time. 
 

1927 and 1935 also brought us the rise of the fascist dictators in Europe…Hitler, Mussolini and Stalin. So 

the politics of fascism are again relevant, as we see apparently democratic systems in thrall to the 

fascism of big business, and the increasing erosion of individual freedoms. Islamic and any other forms of 

‘fundamentalism’ continue to create separation and fear, so practicing active tolerance is very important 

as we pass through the years ahead.  
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On a much brighter and more exciting note we have the innovations in 

science and technology that are a direct result of this cycle. In 1927 Charles 

Lindbergh flew across the Atlantic from the US to Europe for the first time. 

The following year Amelia Earhart became the first woman to achieve the 

same feat, as Charles Kingsford Smith's transpacific flight opened the world 

in the same way that Magellan’s circumnavigation did in the 1520s. These 

are truly ‘heroic’ examples of the excitement this phase generates. Thus the 

early 1930s saw major advances in aeronautic and transport industry that literally changed the world. 

 

This time a solar powered airplane has taken its first major test flight in Switzerland…“the first aircraft 

designed to fly night and day without fuel or polluting emissions.”  The plane has the wing span of an 

Airbus A340 and the weight of an average car. This precedes plans to use a similar but larger solar 

powered plane to fly around the world in 2012!  

 

In 1928 the first scheduled TV broadcasts in New York were accompanied by Alexander Fleming 

discovering penicillin! Atomic Physics discovered the ‘neutron’ as synthetic nylon arrived on the scene. 

Yes big stuff in terms of science and technology. So it is obvious that all sorts of advances in medical, 

communication, transport and power technologies are just around the corner. 

 

So How Can We Empower Ourselves This Time? The keyword right 

now is Innovation…with a capital I. Wherever you are and whatever you do it 

is now imperative that you find a new way of doing it. Do not let the media 

feed your fear. Be your own ‘unique individual’ and identify what you are 

passionate about so you can get motivated with fresh inspiration. Dare to go 

for it!! 
 

Get excited; connect with your inner Hero; get fired up! Talk to lots of people 

and share ideas to ignite positive thoughts and ideas toward your prosperous 

new future. Uranus startles us into new revolutionary phases…and revolution 

requires anger after all. Oppressed people rise up and go to battle against 

oppressing forces…that’s how it works. The thing is to use your ‘righteous 

anger’ in a positive way, or it becomes part of the problem rather than a means for doing something 

about it. This is the phenomena that gives rise to terrorism and anarchy…to Hitler and his Third Reich. 

They don’t know how to channel their anger in positive ways because they are still stuck in ‘retribution’ 

as their means for venting their anger. 

 

Usually revolutionaries are truly reacting to control systems that are taking away their human rights. This 

is why Uranus in Aries over the next 7 years will see so many people becoming angry at what Wall Street 

has done to the world. BP now also stands as a symbol for all that is base and corrupt in corporate 

systems. For now it is business as usual as their spin doctors continue to tell us what a clean green 

company it is, whilst derivatives trading continues unabated.  

 

So we do need a revolution, and it must be a peaceful one! Each of us must pass through our personal 

revolution as we let go of our old patterns preventing us from being all that we can be. It is imperative 

that we all begin to release “conflict” and learn “co-operation”. This is the key to our collective evolution 

at this incredibly important time in human and planetary affairs. 

 

Feel love and gratitude as often as possible! These emotions feed the heart and Soul of all of us. Be a 

“magician”. Uranus is after all, the master magician. Use your thoughts and ideas in positive affirmative 

ways. This is how we create our own magic! 
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We are powerful beings with an infinite capacity for creating outcomes in the world. The question for 

each of us is “Which ones do I want /need to create, and how can they serve my fellow beings in all the 

kingdoms of nature?” 
 

On April 4
th

 Neptune slides gracefully into Pisces for the first time in 164 

years! So here comes another of the big evolutionary guns who will participate 

in the shift in the decades ahead. He will be in Pisces until 2025, when he enters 

a new phase commencing in Aries. This accompanies transformer Pluto entering 

Aquarius…when the stage will be set for the true revolution of our times. 

 

Transcendental Neptune has been in Aquarius for the past 14 years – between 

1998 and 2011/12. So he has been in the sign ruled by Uranus… whilst Uranus 

has been in Pisces…the sign ruled by Neptune. Not really confusing!! This is 

called a Mutual Reception where the energies of each planet mutually support 

each other in their process of linking evolutionary forces. Go to 

www.universalastrology.com.au/articles for a big article I wrote on this back in 2003 where I offer the 

historical level of this rare phenomenon.  

 

So Neptune in Aquarius for the past 14 years has also been underpinning the collective spread of the 

next ‘great idea’ or enlightenment thought…that we are all part of a collective intelligence that contains 

the reality of other planes of existence, and our awakening the centres in the brain that are responsible 

for intuitive connection to these other planes. The gifted Medium John Edwards has done great work to 

teach his large audiences of the nature of our relationship to the other side during this period. He and 

other brave way-showers have often been vilified for their trouble…but hey that’s always been what 

happens when progressive people try to bring reform and change to existing redundant systems. That’s 

called being an Aquarian!! 

 

Psychic matters of all types have become a new industry as the reality of our emotional/mind/body 

health has revolutionized the mainstream health industry. Mind you the pharmaceutical companies are 

pulling no punches in their efforts to deprive us as individuals to make our own choices about quite what 

food and medicine we put into our bodies. This then is the downside of Pluto in Capricorn since 2008 as 

corporate commercial interests gain the power to control our human rights to freedom of thought, 

information, speech and action.  

 

Neptune’s associations always involve the sensitive creative field where dreams arise 

as we tap into the collective “mind of God”. In our physical systems he rules the Auto 

Immune system…our invisible filtering system that keeps out the virus and bacteria 

that can infect us…if we carry the unconscious emotional patterns that pre-dispose 

us to a certain disease. So Global Pandemics have been quite the rage lately…once 

again a major attempt by business interests to sell vast quantities of vaccine for an 

epidemic that never happened…classic stuff! Mind you we all know how infuriating 

our on-line lives can become when a virus makes it’s way through the invisible ethers 

and takes out our hard drive. Yes we now have world wide connectivity…and we are 

all more exposed and vulnerable than we have ever been. Big Brother is having a fab time keeping check 

on us all via our i-pads and i-phones. 

 

Earth’s Immune System is the Ozone Layer, the protective sheath that filters the sun’s rays and protects 

us from the solar forces that would burn us to a crisp. So is it any surprise that our collective Immune 
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System is so unwell now that we have damaged the protective veil? So strengthening our Immune 

System is vital to maintain our health…both physically and emotionally.  
 

The 14 year period of Neptune in any sign also permeates the collective unconscious at a cultural level, 

as the art and style that develops to reflect the prevailing Zeitgeist…or Spirit of the Time. The synthesis 

between art and technology as been the result with virtual reality a primary theme…think The Matrix 

with all its’ associated revelations. As Neptune is the primary agent of God in its’ many expressions it is 

no surprise that the Aquarian phase has represented a new level of religious tolerance and intolerance, 

as conflicting theologies have also spread in a viral fashion. For many this has created the search for the 

next level of Spiritual Evolution beyond separatist doctrines toward a unified philosophy that supersedes 

the old models.  
 

So How Can We Empower Ourselves This Time?  The keyword for 

this one is Inspiration with a capital I. When we put this together with 

Uranus Aries we get Inspiration for Innovation! Our realities are already 

starting to shift into new levels of our human potential, so once Mr 

Neptune gathers strength in Pisces it will be all systems go. As with all big 

outer planets they enter the new sign briefly then retrograde back into 

the previous sign for a last blast/completion. Thus Neptune enters Pisces 

fully from 4th February 2012 offering his vital ingredients to the mix as we enter the transformational 

tunnel on our evolutionary rollercoaster ride with Uranus square Pluto. 
 

There are so many phrases and images that arise from these 2 simple symbols U U U U  LLLL –– of veils lifting 

to reveal what lies behind our current reality on so many levels; romantic heroes and heroines emerging 

from magical places on their quests from the Gods to save and redeem. Then there are the transcendent 

and ecstatic emotions that evoke connection with sublime and wondrous awareness, happiness and 

contentment – at one ment = atonement. The Divine Lover Eros come to re-enchant our world…a world 

that has lost meaning and connection with Mother Nature. Yes the Divine is set for quite a reappearance 

in the many guises of inspiration over the next 14 years. 
 

When a ruler is in his dominion he is at his most powerful. Thus Neptune moving through his Pisces will 

delight at coming home to his sign to weave the new etheric fabric for humanities future. Not since the 

mid 1800s have we seen the profound level of his expression, as the Romantic Movement brought us the 

artists, poets and composers who inspired the imagination of their time with echoes to this day. For this 

is also the domain of Neptune, as we open our Crown Chakra and receive the down-pouring of ideas and 

their expression of the beautiful and creative in humanity. God at Work!! 
 

Neptune was only discovered in 1846…when he was in Aquarius. So his 

has just had his first 164 year cycle in our terms, so it is only during the 

previous U U U U in LLLL  cycle between Feb 1847 to Oct 1861 that we have 

been ‘conscious’ of him, and although he has always opened pathways in 

spiritual and religious matters through history, his alliance with the other 

modern planets…Uranus and Pluto…has been at work in this 200 short 

years of evolutionary awakening. In the 1530s phase Henry VIII broke 

with the Catholic Church as Luther’s Reformation took hold in Europe. 

The Knights Templar and Crusader armies reclaimed the Holy Land for 

Christ in the 1190s, whilst Eleanor of Aquitaine nurtured the troubadour romantic poets in the Age of 

Chivalry…all very Neptunian.  

 

Empires rise and fall on this cycle as the dreams of conquerors and their culture infect the conquered. In 

the 1530s the Spaniards brought their Catholicism as they decimated the Aztec, Maya and Inca as the 
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Spanish Inquisition was in full swing. In the 370s the Roman Empire adopted Christianity as state religion 

and heathen cults are prohibited. In the 1850s’ the British Empire expanded the world and missionary 

zealots transformed native cultures yet again. The Opium Wars brought back the narcotics from China 

that would fan the imagination of a generation of artists and poets. From photography to anaesthesia, 

‘blessed virgins” appearing at Lourdes, Darwin’s “On the “Origin of Species”, to an ideological 

humanitarian civil war in the USA, the themes of Neptune ring loud and clear as we take a quick look 

back through time.  

 

This visit between 2011/2 and 2024/5 will be impressive and profound as this is only the second time 

since his discovery and accompanies the Uranus square Pluto ‘Cardinal Climax’ and Uranus entering 

Aries. However, as usual we do not know what will happen. I can only ‘sense it’ in conjunction with my 

job as an Astrologer to try to make sense of what the Gods have in store as we move through our 

evolutionary journey. So we can only postulate by calling upon our images in context with the 

complexities of our current world scenarios.  

 

As we have seen, for the past 14 years we’ve opened our collective field in new and vibrant ways 

through techno marvels  that connect us as never before. We’ve also re-connected our intuitive brain so 

we can become the balanced beings we must be to become powerful as ‘whole’ people – left and right 

brain…together at last!  So now we get to experiment!! What fun. How cool will it be when we are 

completely in synch with creating a thought-form, magnetising the people and resources we need, and 

then manifesting marvellous realities? This is what is on offer as the Science of Mind or Noetics, bursts 

forth into daily life. The only thing is…you must have ‘pure intention’ and your idea must serve more 

than just your own selfish egoic outcomes. That’s the point kids. We’ve spent 14 years being shown that 

‘we are all one…we live in a unified field’ etc. etc. So if our intention is not about serving the collective in 

some fashion it may indeed work for a brief moment and fulfil our ego aggrandisement, but sure as 

sunshine it will not last. 

 

As the veils lift from our old 3D Reality we are free to begin to see at last what is ahead as we take on our 

‘light bodies’. It has felt cloudy and uncertain for so long now with hints and glimpses of what the parallel 

dimension has to offer, but it just ain’t been time yet my friends. The Gods control the timing, while men 

seek to assert control yet are completely clueless…up until now. So bring on U U U U in LLLL....    
    
Leonardo Di Caprio’s latest role in “Inception” offers wonderful images of 

the warp in the space/time continuum that allows stepping between 

realities. The movies and all artistic image making tools have always been 

Neptune’s tool for expression. Now that the Gods and Goddesses of 

ancient time are long gone it falls to Hollywood to be modern Neptune’s 

vehicle for the birth of new archetypes. Both our current and future 

Zeitgeists are on the big screen, and the clothes we wear, art we enjoy, 

houses we live in are all conditioned by the prevailing Neptunian 

influence…or “Glamour” 

 

Quite what it will feel like to actually live in this new reality is yet to be seen and experienced. Once again 

I have glimpses. It is a calm and accepting place and there is little drama. One accepts the day and works 

with whatever people and situations it throws at you.   It is a very deeply aware and feeling place yet it is 

a very objective place. It’s kind of like being at the top of Jupiter’s mountain after the hard climb, 

surveying the panorama of options in a state of calm expectation. Without controlling ‘things’ you can 

allow ‘things’ to come to you, knowing that what will come is perfect for your lessons in that moment. 
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Over the next 14 years those who understand the Spiritual evolution on offer will have much 

responsibility, but no longer a sense of burden. We are the privileged group of humanity who have food 

and love and aspiration. So it is incumbent on us that we inspire others to be inspired by U U U U in LLLL    to 

step up our consciousness to a place of loving inclusiveness.  

 

On a collective level the themes of mental and psycho-spiritual health will come onto the front burner, 

as more people than ever are diagnosed with various ‘disorders’ that result from ‘breaking with reality’ 

in response to various pressures in the outer world. So Pharmaceutical companies can make some more 

drugs to keep folks trapped in their confusion and depression. That is why it is so essential to empower 

the masses with simple information that supports their emotional healing. So expect new developments 

in psychological/therapy territory, advancing the revolution of psychotherapy in the mid 1960s. Be your 

own healer!! 

 

TTTT    in AAAA opens new fabulous options for our ‘entrepreneur self’ and offers freedom and liberation as 

U U U U in LLLL  opens the door for us to transcend our old limited selves.  

• However there is again a caveat, as we cannot bring our old fear and anger and confusion with 

us. That’s part of the old matrix and will keep you firmly stuck in 3D reality under the control of 

our current old, sick unconscious system.  

• So it is essential to give up your last dregs of victim nonsense and create healthy boundaries 

around yourself, emotionally and physically.  

• Give up the belief in suffering and replace it with a healthy relationship to sacrifice when 

necessary; i.e. to take care of a sick child or whatever.  

• Give up fret and worry…it keeps you stuck in fear…be an optimist 

• Surrender to intimacy by honestly facing your fear of loss and hurt…and then you can merge 

safely. 

• Listen to your intuitive self and be always open to the ‘phenomenal universe’ by noticing the 

signs and signals coming at you via strange and synchronistic means. It’s fun when you live like 

this…incredibly interesting and creative.  

• Create a sacred space in your home or garden where you connect with your ‘higher dudes and 

gals’ every day, if only for a few minutes. Remember to say thankyou and be in gratitude before 

you ask for help and guidance. And when you don’t need help say thankyou anyway.  

• Give yourself permission to believe that it is possible to achieve ‘Heaven on Earth’, the core idea 

in Christianity that was such a revolutionary idea…we don’t have to wait for ‘eternity’ 

• Beware ‘Spiritual Glamour’…your own and other people’s – we are all on the same level playing 

field so question ideas and information before aligning yourself with groups and organisations 

• Be artistic and creative. Many great artists and composers will emerge in the years ahead to 

convey their messages…perhaps you are one of them!   

• Be at peace. Avoid conflict as you also assert yourself in healthy ways when you need to. 

• Be kind. Kindness is the greatest and most powerful tool you have at your disposal.  

• Give yourself permission to be clear and inspired no matter what negative stories the power 

elite and their media cohorts are spinning.  

• Step into “the Stream of Consciousness” where right action is rewarded with growth and 

prosperity.  

• Dare to dream…our dreams are the incubus of our “magician self’ creating our future limitless 

realities. 

• Be the change you want 
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June 1
st

 we have a Solar Eclipse at 11 Gemini 

June 15
th

 the Lunar eclipse at 24 Sagittarius  - This series really kicks in the shift from the 

heavy Cardinal Eclipses in Cap/Cancer of past 18 months. We now receive infusion into the mutable 

connecting and disseminating ray, known as the 3rd Ray of Active Intelligence. So expect major 

developments in ideas, information technology, and religious separatism, and outcomes from the 

current Wikileaks confusion leading to debate over information privacy. Personally  there will be lots of 

movement both mentally and physically with great opportunities to spread your knowledge or increase it 

with study a study phase. 

 

June 5
th

 Jupiter enters Taurus. ‘Normally’ Jupiter spends a whole year in a sign (12 year 

cycle), but he’s at full speed right now because of his orbit closer to the Sun. Taurus is the sign 

of fertility and all things earthy and financial…things of value. As our intrepid bountiful friend 

spends from mid 2011 till mid 2012 developing and expanding these themes it will be interesting to see 

the shape of things economic in the second half of this year. He forms trine or ease aspect to Pluto 

in Capricorn in mid July and late October. Big spending and big debt springs to mind here, and with 

great ease courtesy of the trine. This can open très positive bits for your financial world folks if you are in 

the right place at the right time and relatively free from debt.  

 

It also becomes the next stage for development of those new initiatory projects and actions you created 

in the first half of the year. Aries opens and then Taurus deals with the practical matters needed to 

develop the idea or project. This could also signal major Mother Nature, food, environment activity, so 

perhaps we’ll finally start to see some progress on the climate change agenda. Personally I am pleased 

with the debate and apparent stalling in global d’entente on this one, as we need to remove the big 

business profit component of this equation before agreeing on carbon prices et al. 

 

July and August Uranus in Aries comes within 1 degree of his first square to Pluto in 

Capricorn, and even though their exact square does not form until June 2012 we will still get a pretty 

good idea of what is forming up for 2012-15 as they almost rub shoulders mid this year. There is already 

some great info on this from high quality astrologers globally and I refer you to 

www.billherbst.com/newsindex.html for an extensive series of excellent essays. Then there is the must 

have Richard Tarnas definitive “Cosmos and Psyche” where he offers the case for Astrological Cycles 

underpinning human evolution.   

 

So again a quick overview: The 127 Uranus/Pluto cycle is responsible for the progressive 

revolutionary forces that unleash when the seed of the new arises as a regenerative 

imperative. The next great breakdown of global governance systems will be a fascinating affair. Once 

again, ahead of time, we don’t know what will happen, but we have lots of clues. Here’s the past cycles. 

 

1778   square  16 Gemini waning crisis of re-orientation 

 

1850 Uranus/Pluto conjunction 29 Aries begins cycle  Neptune in Pisces 

1876   square  24 Leo  waxing crisis of orientation anchoring square 

1901   opposition 16 Sag  full point  Neptune/Pluto con 

1934   square  24 Aries waning crisis of re-orientation results square 

 

1966 Uranus/Pluto conjunction 16 Virgo begins cycle 

2012   square  9 Aries  waxing crisis of orientation anchoring square 

2047   opposition 4 Virgo  full point 
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There is an interesting correlation between two apparently quite different features with this cycle. On 

the one hand we see enormous socio political revolutions with powerful collective outcomes. The 

other department is scientific breakthroughs that also do the same. The Uranus impulse always 

contains a “pervasive spirit of rebellion against the Establishment…aggressive assertion of new freedoms 

in every realm…liberation movements…a new consciousness of freedom…nationalist independence… 

overthrow of governments.”2 Modern communism was born from the early 1900s when they were in 

opposition, and Fascism in the 1930s at their square. 

 

Our square to come over the next 5 years is a waxing or developmental 90 degree shift… so ¼ of the 

cycle that began in 1966. This equals the square from 1876 when Edison and Bell joined forces with big 

business to create the corporate structures that would become the model for profit through technology. 

Telephones and electricity changed the world as Einstein was born. 

 

The last time our world experienced a square was in 1934 in the depths of the Great Depression… the 

waning square from the cycle commenced in 1850.  So the 1930s square equates with the square from 

the 1780s, the tumultuous times of revolution and chaos that changed the face of Europe…French 

Revolution et al. Courtesy of Hitler, Stalin and Mussolini the 1930s did the same. At that time there were 

only three passes of the square in 1934, although the period of effect is always 4 or 5 years by the time 

they dance around each other for a while.  

 

There will be 5 passes through 2012, 2013, 2013, 2014, 2015. So the Gods have something pretty major 

in mind for us this time. On the up side this is a waxing developmental square so the cycle is growing 

rather than completing. Socio political business systems will once again be changed irrevocably over the 

next half decade, as we anchor in new conscious foundations to underpin the potential of the remainder 

of the cycle to come through to 2047, when it begins to fulfil itself. So here’s to the power elite (Pluto) 

who are clinging desperately to their broken system being confronted by the highest quality of human 

nature…the demand from ‘the people’ for the equitable distribution of human rights and resources. This 

was the message in the 1770s/80s and the ruling elite chose to ignore it…and lost their heads. 

 

Mercury Retrograde Phases 2011  - happens 3 times each year as he is so close to the Sun 

from Earth’s perspective. During his retro phase we can practice all the re words; re-organise, re-

structure, re-plenish, re-align, re-program all features of a Mercurial nature…namely our mind, mouth, 

communication, networking, technical and movement based areas. Typically it is suggested not to 

commit to signing contracts as things may either fall over, or have to be done again once Mercury is 

direct once more. Back up your computer, try and avoid travel commitments and generally a good time 

to set things up for future developments. Mercury’s three retrograde phases each year are in the same 

element, and this year it is in Fire signs Aries , Leo and Sagittarius, even though he just touches Virgo in 

August he retros back into Leo. This further enforces the strong theme of igniting the fires that open new 

territory as discussed in the article thus far. 

 
Mercury retrograde March 30 at 24 Aries Mercury direct April 23 at 12 Aries 

 

Mercury retrograde August 3 at 1 Virgo  Mercury direct August 26 at 18 Leo 

 

Mercury retrograde Nov 24 at 20 Sagittarius Mercury direct December 14 at 3 Sagittarius 

 

 

                                                      
2
 Cosmos and Psyche Richard Tarnas  Penguin 2006 
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Chinese Year of The Rabbit in the Metal element  - considered to be a difficult phase financially 

with advice to limit risk and be careful with $. Augurs ongoing activity in current “destructive cycle” that 

re-aligns in 2012 in the Year of the Dragon. However, Rabbit energy brings greater peace and harmony 

after the intense fiery Tiger year of 2011. 
 

Mayan Calendar   - “Humanity’s climb of the cosmic pyramid continues. The actual Ninth 

wave will not begin until March 9, 2011 although we are already beginning to feel its approach. Before 

the final climb to the ninth wave and the ninth level of consciousness can begin we will however need to 

complete the foundation of the eighth level so that we have something to stand on. The eighth level of 

consciousness of the cosmic pyramid is what has been carried by the wave movement of the Galactic 

Underworld that began January 5th 1999 and all nine waves will be completed on October 28, 2011. 

 

As the thirteenth energy, or seventh day, of the Galactic Underworld starts on November 3, 2010 we 

may say that the particular Yin/Yang-polarity that this has been projecting onto the Earth is locked into 

position and will not be replaced by any further night in this Underworld. I feel it is important to realize 

that the field of consciousness that each of the waves brings is different so they have a distinct influence 

on the human mind. The ninth wave, starting March 9, 2011, serves to create unity consciousness 

(absence of darkening filters); the eighth wave endows the human beings with a filter that favours the 

right brain half.” Carl Calleman `  www.calleman.com    

 

Overview of Planetary Cycles 2008 to 2016 

• Pluto in Capricorn     Jan 2008/9 to 2024/5 

• Neptune in Pisces     June 2011/12 to 2025/6 

• Uranus in Aries     June 2010/11 to 2018 

• Chiron in Pisces     April 2010 to 2018 

• Saturn in Libra         Nov 2009 to Oct 2012 

      Scorpio     Oct 2012 to Dec 2014 

      Sagittarius      Dec 2014 to Dec 2017   

• Jupiter in Pisces     2010   

      Aries      2011   Taurus    mid 2011 to mid 12  

      Gemini     mid 2012 to mid 13   Cancer    mid 2013 to mid 14   

      Leo      mid 2014 to mid 15 

 

Saturn – Uranus – Pluto Cardinal Climax 1930s 

Saturn Cap square Uranus Aries 11 deg  Dec 1930 

Saturn Cap oppose Pluto Cancer 19 deg  Feb 1931 

Saturn Cap square Uranus Aries 19 deg  July 1931 

 (This within 1 deg of Pluto Cancer at 20deg) 

Saturn Cap square Uranus Aries 17 deg  Oct 1931 

 (Pluto 22 deg Cancer) 

Saturn Cap oppose Pluto Cancer 21 deg  Dec 1931 

 

Saturn into Aquarius     Feb 1932 

 

Uranus Aries square Pluto Cancer 23 deg  Feb 1934 

 

Uranus into Taurus     Jun 1934  
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Saturn – Uranus – Pluto Cardinal Climax 2010s 

Pluto into Capricorn     Jan 2008 

Saturn into Libra     Oct 2009 

Uranus into Aries     Jun 2010 

 

Saturn Libra square Pluto Cap 1 & 2 deg Nov 2009 

Saturn Libra square Pluto Cap 4 deg  Jan 2010 

Saturn Libra oppose Uranus Aries 0 deg  Jul 2010 

 - 5th opposition but only one in Cardinal 

Saturn Libra square Pluto Cap 2 deg  Aug 2010 

 

Uranus Aries square Pluto Cap 8 deg  Jun 2012 

Uranus Aries square Pluto Cap 6 deg  Sep 2012 

Uranus Aries square Pluto Cap 11 deg  May 2013 

Uranus Aries square Pluto Cap 13 deg  Apr 2014 

Uranus Aries square Pluto Cap 13 deg  Feb 2015 
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Time to take a quick look at the 12 signs for 2011…remember to look at your Sun + Moon + 

Ascendant signs for a more complete overview… 

 

Aries   This is it kids…the big one has finally arrived. Infused with the fabulously 

prosperous Jupiter in your sign you are catapulted into the future in late January. Then comes Uranus 

into your sign for his once in 84 year launch of a new evolutionary cycle in mid march…ye gad …and you 

thought you’d had a great life up until now, you ain’t seen nothing yet! A few practical tips for managing 

all this exciting assertive energy to make sure you don’t blow out…or up. Saturn in Libra demands that 

you are grown up and self responsible and that you need others to progress from here. You will form 

strategic alliances late March of great importance…likewise partnerships that are part of the old cycle 

can be released. Early April is the time to launch your new ventures. Jupiter expands financial growth 

from June with big dollars coming in and going out, so beware reckless spending and invest carefully. Be 

assertive but not aggressive…brave but not foolhardy…innovative but not upsetting…and you can 

become the shining light that is your destiny as the ‘peaceful Spiritual Warrior’ as 2011 unfolds. 

 

Taurus   It’s time for bull people to expand their knowledge of all things psychological 

and spiritual as Jupiter heads behind the scenes into your psycho nether regions from late January until 

June. Smart people who prosper in our brand new world will have mastered the link between intuition 

and how to create outcomes from the power of your mind…heady stuff. It’s time to learn how as 

revolutionary Uranus spends the next 7 years helping you develop this skill to self mastery. The practical 

outcome here can begin to be implemented into your daily work/health from late March, when 

opportunity arrives to set up new structural foundations for future goals. As Jupiter then enters your sign 

from June 4th you’re off and away for your once in 12 year new beginning, freshly empowered to put 

your money where your mouth is in full trust that you are operating in alignment with your highest will 

and purpose…without controlling others or for selfish reasons. We are after all here to serve the greater 

common good…go for it! 

 

Gemini   Twin people are definitely going to need plenty of energy for the vibrant period 

that opens from late January. Like your mythic hero Mercury your quicksilver adaptability will be in full 

swing till early June, networking away to your heart’s content as expansionary Jupiter takes you into 

society at all manner of group and team levels. Needless to say information and technology are a huge 

part of this picture, and as Uranus comes into the fray from March all manner of new techno bits will 

explode onto the scene and you’re just the dude/gal to be the messenger…and create fab financial 

outcomes for yourself on the way. Tricky bits here include promising more than you can deliver and 

loosing your head up there in the electrical cloud storms. So practice staying in your body when possible 

to avoid mental and adrenal burnout. Mars joins June’s solar eclipse in your sign bringing high octane 

forward motion and big life shifts – think back 19 years for clues as this is the cycle. You will have the 

confidence to write/teach or speak so make sure you are humble in your approach and not just talking 

for the sake of talking…the great Gemini hubris. 

 

Cancer   It’s reaping time dear crabby ones…at last after 9 years of hard work and being 

good responsible rock clingers, the God of Fortune arrives in your career/outcomes sector for the first 

half of 2011. When he is joined by rebel/revolutionary Uranus all manner of new ground breaking 

territory is ready to spring into your worldly affairs…from mid March. By April you may expect news that 

shifts home foundations as well…and these are all tied up somehow. So be prepared rather than 

awaiting the fates to force you to release the past…it’s time to be a brave and fearless crab who senses 

the shifting of the tide and is ready to relocate. Your natural business flair is now free to take up 

progressive options that contain sustainable products or services and a conscious practice of new 

commercial practices…this is how you will flourish from here. From early June you get to take out this 
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new energy into the world at group and community levels as Jupiter opens doors to influential people 

and situations that expand your worldview another notch. Yes you are also here on this planet to serve 

humanity and you’re about to find out how! 

 

Leo   Fearless lionhood is the next thing on your regal agenda as Jupiter and Uranus in 

Aries expand your territory to fertile new savannahs. What fun!! For those lions who are not quite fully 

lionhearted yet you will be so amazed at the power of your natural magnetic energy, that you will be 

happy to roar on behalf of those who have no voice… as your true leadership potential is revealed. 

Publishing/media/higher learning/teaching are your vehicles for expanding the consciousness of the 

world, and along the way you are in for a wondrous ride. This is of course if you have been doing the 

hard work that allows any true great moment of luck or success to arise. If not then it’s time to open 

your mind and heart through study of empowering subjects in preparation for future outcomes. Either 

way there’s great times to come. From early June Jupiter flashes into your career zone and the sweet 

smell of success is in the wind. In all of this your job is to be a motivator without arrogance or self 

importance…joyous and passionate without being overbearing…and to radiate without casting your 

shadow over others. 

 

Virgo   Progress and revolution arrive this year in the form of Jupiter and Uranus to 

awaken previously unconscious aspects of your nature, to enable you to release old conditioned fears 

and limitations so true liberation of your real power can occur. Wow!! This will take you deep into 

yourself to feel lots of old emotional material that you have been hanging onto past it’s use by date…hey 

we have all had to do this in recent years…it just happens to be your turn! The results are truly 

wonderful as you will be free to merge closely and safely with others without fearing loss of your 

power…which in turn brings you the gift of support from others into the future. Release is part of this 

cycle so family areas will shift big time this year, especially through April…so there may be a shock that 

quickly reveals itself to contain liberation from past restrictions. You are also meant to create new 

financial systems in your life that contain smart seeds for future progress. From mid year you’re in travel 

and horizon widening mode freshly empowered to project your energy forward once more. 

 

Libra   Your relationship patterns have been up for grabs since late 2009 courtesy of 

Saturn in your sign for 2 years. Thus you are already not quite the same little docile thing you used to 

be…happily giving away your power to others of a more dynamic nature. Well the news is this is about to 

be amped up a big notch from late January, and then in March/April as the Aries impulse barges into 

your world. Compliant no more!! So your journey now must allow for major shifts as partners and others 

you do business with are moving forward with gusto, signalling your own forward motion into 

unexplored domains. You must own your own power now and then you can enjoy the stimulating 

progressive Gods of Fate weaving their new magic especially from mid year as home/family foundations 

are revolutionised or regenerated. And hey you love a chance to redecorate so an imminent style change 

is afoot! Also from mid year growth on your inner unconscious levels becomes your focus, with closeness 

and intimacy with partners the result of your courage to become more truly who you are. Fab stuff! 

 

Scorpio  You’ve just spent 2010 amping up your creative juices and leadership abilities, so 

now that you’re freshly inspired, Jupiter brings his luck and charm to propel you into new work and 

service goodies from late January. As Uranus comes to the party also from March/April your keyword is 

innovation and applying techno products and services to your kit bag of powerful options. Your life 

purpose is to renovate and regenerate old outmoded systems…including yourself at this time…and you’ll 

find that if you try and hold on to old stuff that is not working things/people will simply take them away 

anyway. So make like a smart eagle and get ready to soar beyond the past…and let it die a natural death 

as you invite the sudden and mysterious forces of your own potential to unveil stunning new options… 

people… and places. Much shifting will occur during late March and April so get ready for the 
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unexpected…ha! From June 4th Jupiter strides into relating areas offering fab new partners and others to 

advance your causes…and just for some fun and excitement! These will be folks who think big and 

adventurous…the point here being, that they reflect your new headspace. 

 

Sagittarius   ‘Arrows shooting straight and swift’ metaphors abound for the valiant 

knowledge people of the Zodiac, as this once in 12 year Jupiter + once in 84 year Uranus initiation 

launches your new life. So make sure your passport is up to date and buy a new carry on bag as who 

needs to waste time waiting at luggage carousels. After all, knowing that life will make sharp turns quite 

suddenly from March and April you’ll be ready to respond to them. The key here is your inherent gift for 

‘spreading the word’, which may take the form of books being published or teaching/learning programs 

that inspire and uplift not only you…but the world at large, as this year of increasing global awareness 

creates this brand new day…i.e. the 7 year period to come. Saggies love their space and freedom to 

explore and adventure, so good times abound with maybe a new lover or two to spark up your mojo and 

join you in inspirational endeavours. From mid year Jupiter brings his positive rays to expand your daily 

work sector with powerful phases mid July and October. Just watch your tendency to extremes and 

check contracts carefully. 

 

Capricorn  January 4th’s Solar eclipse paves the way for significant evolutionary growth in 

your world for the first 6 months of 2011. Not since 1992 have the forces of your own desire for change 

been so strong, and with progressive Jupiter barging his way into your domestic sector it’s either time for 

moving vans or adding an extra room for the many who will be receiving your nurture…or you theirs. The 

big difference between times passing away and times being birthed is your ability to remain the 

responsible being that you are without carrying around burdens for others that make you cranky and 

secretly irritable.  No more! Setting others free allows them to learn to grow up and own their own 

stuff…all very liberating once you see the wisdom of this! Meanwhile you’re up for a strategic career 

development late March so say yes to setting yourself free to re-invent your life and goals for the future. 

From mid year expansive Jupiter trips into an excellent form building power phase, allowing the release 

of your passion and creativity unlike ever before. 

 

Aquarius  Your Cornucopia of Knowledge is about to spill over with joyous abandon as 

planets align their forces in ways new and bold. Your tarot symbol is the “Star” representing the 

beautiful process where cosmic inspiration of the highest nature is received and made manifest on the 

material plane. The first half of 2011 brings a new crystal clear vision to inspire all your efforts of recent 

years to come to fruition with magical helpers and the Gods of Change all at your disposal. Two of these 

dudes now enter your communication and networking sector…Jupiter till mid year and Uranus for the 

next 7 years. So the openings from lucky Jupiter initialize a process that will take 7 years to complete, 

whereby your wings of truth and knowledge flap all over the world in busy and exciting new ways. 

Aquarians don’t mind a bit of a chat so oil up those vocal chords and get ready for invitations to teach 

and publish your progressive projects that will finally begin to revolutionize our world. Yes you are 

pooped from nobody listening for all these years but you’re about to have the last laugh as you are way 

ahead of the times…as usual. From mid year get ready for fabulous changes in abode. 

 

Pisces   Fishy people have been re-inventing themselves over the past year and as you 

enter 2011 you’re now ready to apply your new sense of positive “I can do anything” into practical steps 

to do just that. Major shifts in your value systems are part of this process that lead to increased outer 

wealth, as you ally yourself with progressive financial strategies and new ways of doing business. This is 

also all about environmental and ecological systems so get ready to be part of pioneering new 

sustainable products and services to take advantage of these planetary goodies. You may need to invest 

in change financially for the first half of the year, and then things move along with networking and 

promotion from mid year, with expansive steps available through group and team/community projects. 
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Your ruler Neptune slides gracefully into your sign April 4th bringing the first hint of the collective 

spiritual re-alignment to come over the next 14 years. And you my friends are the dudes who carry the 

joyous duty of being the way showers for the compassionate intelligence that is the hallmark of 

conscious people…the destiny of humanity! 

 

 

Wishing you all the best that life has to offer in 2011…and the courage to dare to live it! 

Peace and Goodwill to us all. 

Maggie Kerr December 18th 2010  

 

 

 


